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The Minkowski algebra of polyhedra over an ordered field is introduced, and
the incidence algebra of polyhedra over this algebra is considered. The Gram
Sommerville and GaussBonnet theorems and their analogs for relatively open
convex polyhedra are given by various Mo bius inversion formulas. Cheeger's
ChernGaussBonnet density formula for piecewise flat spaces is generalized to
non-compact and unbounded polyhedra, and its non-numerical forms are naturally
expressed in terms of interior cone chains. The tangential densities and interior cone
functions are defined as the dual versions of the ChernGaussBonnet densities and
exterior cone functions. The tangential density formulas and their non-numerical
forms are similarly represented in terms of exterior curvatures and exterior cone
chains.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
This paper is motivated by the work of Budach [Bu] on the com-
binatorial account of the ChernGaussBonnet density formula of Cheeger
el al. [C, CMS] for piecewise flat spaces. Cheeger's original work [C] is
heavily based on differential geometric analysis. The combinatorial treat-
ment of the work [C] is partly displayed by Budach [Bu] via Rota's
incidence algebra and the Mo bius function theory on posets (par-
tially ordered sets) [R]. The fundamental idea of Budach [Bu] is to use
the GramSommerville formula and the McMullen equation to derive the
density formula directly. The usefulness of the incidence algebra of the
poset of convex polyhedra was noticed by McMullen and others [M1, M2],
and the idea is still useful to us to investigate polyhedra from a different
point of view. The main difference in our approach is the attachment of
various cone functions rather than numerical angles to polyhedra. The
numerical angles, which were previously considered by others, are our
special case under certain integrations. For information about curvatures
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and valuations (finitely additive measures) of polyhedra, we refer the reader
to [CMS, MS] and their references.
The generalized GramSommerville and GaussBonnet theorems for
polyhedra are obtained in [Ch2] via the interior and exterior cone functions.
A similar generalization for the ChernGaussBonnet density formula
[C, CMS] is expected by using our interior and exterior cone functions.
The aim of this paper is to establish this generalization and its various
analogs. We start with the preparation of incidence algebra over a commu-
tative ring rather than over a field in Section 2. This slight change is needed
when we associate cone functions with polyhedra. Section 3 introduces the
Minkowski algebra of convex polyhedra which was formally considered by
Groemer [G1] for polytopes. This Minkowski algebra, viewed as a
commutative ring with identity, is considered as the base ring to study the
incidence algebra of relatively open convex polyhedra in a nice algebraic
setting. In Section 4, the generalized versions of the GramSommerville
formulas, the GaussBonnet formulas, and the McMullen equations are
fully accounted for in terms of some cone functions. The relationship
between the interior and exterior cone functions is clearly stated by these
formulas and equations. In Section 5, the ChernGaussBonnet densities
and exterior cone functions are defined. Several formulas about these
densities and exterior cone functions are given in terms of interior
curvatures and interior cone chains. The numerical version of Cheeger's
density formula is completely derived by the integration of the exterior
cone functions. Even in this numerical form our formulas are still more
general than those of Cheeger el al. [C, CMS] with respect to arbitrary
polyhedra, including non-compact and unbounded piecewise flat spaces.
Section 6 can be viewed as a parallel exposition of Section 5. The tangential
densities and interior cone functions are defined, and their expressions in
terms of exterior curvatures and exterior cone chains are obtained in
parallel. The interior and exterior cone functions, the tangential and
ChernGaussBonnet densities for the product of polyhedra are studied in
Section 7. Many product formulas are stated. Some applications are given
in Section 8. One combinatorial identity is geometrically interpreted by the
orthogonal Euclidean open quadrant as an example.
The whole exposition is generally self-contained. We hope this work
is both philosophically and technically useful in the study of polyhedra
and other finitely stratified spaces such as semialgebraic sets and finitely
subanalytic sets [VdD].
2. Incidence Algebra over a Ring
Let P be a locally finite poset. The local finiteness means that every inter-
val [x, y]=[z # P | xzy] is a finite set. The set of all intervals of P is
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denoted by Int(P). Let f be a function on Int(P) with values in a com-
mutative ring R with the identity 1{0, and the value of f at an interval
[x, y] is usually written as f (x, y). The incidence algebra I(P, R) of P over
R is the R-module of all functions on Int(P) with values in R, of which the
multiplication is the convolution:
fg(x, y)= :
xzy
f (x, z) g(z, y),
for f, g # I(P, R). The delta function $, which is the identity of this algebra,
is defined by $(x, x)=1 and $(x, y)=0 for x<y. The zeta function ` is
defined by `(x, y)=1 for xy.
It can be proved that an incidence function f # I(P, R) has a left (right)
inverse if and only if f (x, x) is invertible in R for every x # P.
If the commutative ring R is of characteristic zero, then the ring Z of
integers is a subring of R, and we assume this is always the case. It turns
out that `k(x, y) is the number of multichains of length k from x to y in
P, and 'k(x, y) is the number of chains of length k from x to y, where
'=`&$. More generally,
f k(x, y)= :
x=x0x1 } } } xk=y
f (x0 , x1) f (x1 , x2) } } } f (xk&1, xk).
for any f # I(P, R). If f (z, z)=0 for every z # [x, y], then
f k(x, y)= :
x=x0<x1< } } } <xk=y
f (x0 , x1) f (x1 , x2) } } } f (xk&1, xk). (1)
Let l denote the length of the longest chain in the interval [x, y]. If
f (z, z)=0 for z # [x, y], then f l+1(u, v)=0 for any [u, v]/[x, y]. Thus
($& f )($+ f+ f 2+ } } } + f l)=$& f l+1 .
Therefore
($& f )&1 (x, y)= :
xzy
($& f l+1)(x, z)($& f )&1 (z, y)
=($+ f+ f 2+ } } } + f l)(x, y).
This means that if f (x, x)=0 for every x # P then $& f has the expansion
($& f )&1= :

k=0
f k. (2)
Equation (2) will be used to obtain our generalized ChernGaussBonnet
density formula and other results of this paper.
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The inverse of the zeta function ` is called the Mo bius function +. If poset
P has the property that all the principal order and dual principal order
ideals are finite, then the linear space RP of all functions from P to R can
be acted by I(P, R) on both left and right sides, i.e.,
!f (x)= :
yx
!(x, y) !( y), \x # P,
f!(x)= :
yx
f ( y) !( y, x), \x # P.
Thus if the principal order and dual principal order ideals of P are finite,
and if , and  are inverse incidence functions of each other, we have the
Mo bius inversion:
g(x)= :
yx
f ( y) ,( y, x), \x # P
if and only if
f (x)= :
yx
g( y) ( y, x), \x # P.
Similarly,
g(x)= :
xy
,(x, y) f ( y), \x # P
if and only if
f (x)= :
xy
(x, y) g( y), \x # P.
Let P and Q be locally finite posets. Their product P_Q is also a locally
finite poset in which the order relation is defined by (x, y)(x$, y$) if and
only if xx$ and yy$. If +P and +Q denote the Mo bius functions of P
and Q respectively, then the Mo bius function +P_Q of P_Q is the tensor
product +P +Q , i.e.,
+P_Q((x, y), (x$, y$))=+P(x, x$) +Q( y, y$).
More generally, if f and g are invertible incidence functions on P and Q
respectively, then f g is also an invertible incidence function on P_Q
and its inverse is f &1g&1.
For more information about the incidence algebra of a poset over a field
and the theory of Mo bius functions, we refer the reader to Rota's seminal
paper [R] and Stanley's book [St].
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3. Polyhedra and Minkowski Multiplication
Given an ordered field F, we use V to denote a finite dimensional vector
space over F with an inner product ( , ) . The topology of V is that
generated by the open segments of the ordered field F. The dual space V*
is identified with V via the inner product. The indicator function of a subset
E of V is the characteristic function 1E on V, i.e., 1E (x)=1 for x # E and
1E (x)=0 otherwise. By a polyhedron we mean a subset of V which can be
obtained by taking unions, intersections, and complements finitely many
times of some open half-spaces [x # V | .(x)<0], where . is a linear func-
tion on V. An n-polytope is an n-dimensional compact convex polyhedron.
The relative interior ri(P) of a convex polyhedron P is the interior of P in
the affine subspace that P spans, and ri(P) is called a relatively open convex
polyhedron. Given a polyhedron X, a regular decomposition of X is a finite
collection D of disjoint, relatively open convex polyhedra such that
X=P # D P and F (X, D)=[F | FP # D] is also disjoint (cf. [Ch2]).
F (X, D) is called the face system of X with respect to the decomposition
D. Note that F=F (X, D) is a regular decomposition of the closure X of
X. The Euler characteristic of X is defined by
/(X )= :
P # P
(&1)dim P.
It can be shown that /(X ) is independent of the choice of decompositions.
Many important properties of a polyhedron can be interpreted in terms of
equations of incidence functions on its face poset F (X, D) with values in
the Minkowski algebra S(V, P).
Let R be a commutative ring with the identity 1{0. Let P denote the
set of all relatively open convex polyhedra of V. The R-module generated
by indicator functions of members of P is denoted by S(V, P; R). When-
ever R=F, S(V, P; R) is denoted S(V, P). Each element of S(V, P; R) is
called a P-step function or simply a step function if there is no ambiguity.
Given a step function f and its representation f =ki=1 ai 1Ai , it can be
written in the form
f = :
x # R
x1f &1(x) ,
where f &1(x) takes the form
f &1(x)= .
k
r=1
.
ai1+ } } } +air=x
[Ai1 & } } } & Air & (Aj1 _ } } } _ Ajs)
c]
and [ j1 , ..., js] is the complement of [i1 , ..., ir] in [1, 2, ..., k]. Obviously,
f (V) is a finite subset of R. This proves the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.1. A function f : V  R is a P-step function if and only if
(i) f (V) is a finite set,
(ii) f &1(x) is a polyhedron for every x # V.
Let U (P) denote the set of finite unions of relatively open convex
polyhedra. U (P) is just the set of all polyhedra in V. A valuation (finitely
additive measure) & with values in an R-module M is a set-function on
U (P) such that &(<)=0 and &(X _ Y )=&(X )+&(Y )&&(X & Y ) for
polyhedra X and Y. The &-integral of a function f # S(V, P; R) is defined by
&( f )=|
V
f (x) d&(x)= :
x # R
x&( f &1(x)).
Note that &( f ) is well-defined by Proposition 3.1, and & is an R-linear function
on the R-module S(V, P; R). In fact, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between Hom(S(V, P; R), M ), the space of R-linear functions from
S(V, P; R) to M, and the R-module V (P) of valuations on U (P) with
values in M. For f, g # S(V, P; R), we define the convolution with respect
to & by
f V& g(x)= :
a, b # R
ab&( f &1(a) & (x&g&1(b))).
Note that f V& g may not be a function of S(V, P; R) for a general valuation
&. Nevertheless, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.2. The convolution V& is R-bilinear. If & is isometrically
invariant and &([o])=1, then V& is commutative and 1[o] is the identity.
Proof. The bilinearity of V& is a consequence of Groemer's extension
theorem [G2]. One can also show this by a straightforward calculation
(cf. [Ch1, Section 2.2]). Let P and Q be relatively open convex polyhedra. For
any x # V, the linear transformation y [ y&x of V maps P & (x&Q) onto
Q & (x&P) bijectively. Then 1P V& 1Q=1Q V& 1P . Thus the commutativity
follows from the bilinearity of V& . The identity property of 1[o] can be
directly verified. Q.E.D.
In the case that & is the Euler characteristic / and R=F, the convolution
is called the Minkowski multiplication. Let A, B, and C be relatively open
convex polyhedra. It can be routinely verified that
1A V 1B=(&1)
dim(A) & (B) 1A+B ,
(1A V 1B) V 1C=(&1)
dim A+dim B+dim C&dim(A+B+C ) 1A+B+C ,
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and
/(1A V 1B)=/(A) /(B).
The bilinearity of V implies that f V g=g V f, ( f V g) V h=f V (g V h), and
/( f V g)=/( f ) /(g) for f, g, h # S(V, P; R). Thus we have proved the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. S(V, P; R) is a commutative algebra over F with the
identity 1[o] , called the Minkowski algebra of polyhedra, and / is an algebra
homomorphism from S(V, P; R) to R.
The Minkowski algebra S(V, P) was first studied by Groemer [G1],
and then was independently considered by Lawrence [L], Morelli [Mo],
Przeslawski [P], Pukhlikov and Khovanskii [PK], and the author
[Ch3]. The author's case is most general, including unbounded closed
convex sets and relatively open convex sets. The present paper was first
written up in 1990 without knowing the references [L, Mo, P, PK].
One can define another Euler characteristic / (cf. [Ch4] and [S2]) for
any polyhedron X by
/ (X )= lim
r  
/(X & rI ),
where I is the closed unit hypercube of V, and rI=[rx | x # I]. Obviously
/ is a finitely additive measure. / also induces a convolution V on
S(V, P; R), and Proposition 3.3 still holds. Moreover, if P and Q are com-
pact convex polyhedra, then
1P V 1Q=1P+Q=1P V 1Q ,
where P+Q=[x+y | x # P, y # Q] is called the Minkowski sum.
There are three useful operators on S(V, P), called reflection &, closure &,
and dual *, defined by
f &(x)=/(1[&x] } f ), \x # V,
f (x)= lim
r  0
/(1B(x, r) } f ), \x # V,
f *(x)=/( f } 1[v # V | (x, v)0]), \x # V,
respectively, where B(x, r) is the open ball of radius r centered at x. B(x, r)
can be replaced by an open hypercube of size 2r centered at the same x if we
prefer to stay with polyhedra. Obviously the reflection operator is an algebra
automorphism and the closure operator is an algebra isomorphism from
S(V, P, V ) to S(V, P, V ). These two linear operators are also involutions.
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4. Incidence Algebra of Convex Polyhedra
Let P be a relatively open convex polyhedron of V, i.e., the closure
P =cl(P) is a closed convex polyhedron and P is the interior of P in the
affine subspace that P spans. A relatively open convex polyhedron F is said
to be a face of P whenever F is a face of P in ordinary sense, and this is
usually denoted FP. For more information on polytopes and convex
polyhedra, see [B] and [Gr]. We shall consider the interior cone C(F, P)
and exterior cone C*(F, P) of P near its face F, which are defined by
C(F, P)=[v # V | _x # F, y # P, t>0 s.t. y&x=tv],
C*(F, P)=C(F, P)*=[v # V | (u, v)0, \u # C(F, P)].
Note that when F=P, C(F, F ) is a vector subspace of dimension dim F,
and is denoted (F ). The intrinsic interior cone C 7(F, P) in [Bu, M2] and
exterior cone C 6(F, P) of P near its face F are defined by
C 7(F, P)=(F ) = & C(F, P),
C 6(F, P)=C*(F, P) & (P) ,
where (F ) = is the orthogonal complement of (F ) in V. Let us denote
the indicator functions of the cones C(F, P), ri[C*(F, P)], C 7(F, P),
ri[C 6(F, P)] by T(F, P), K(F, P), A(F, P), B(F, P), respectively. The delta
function D is defined by D(F, P)=1[o] for F=P and 0 otherwise. The
zeta function Z and normal function N are defined by Z(F, P)=1[o] and
N(F, P)=1(F )= & (P) for FP.
Two incidence functions f and g are said to be orthogonal if
supp f (F, G ) = supp g(G, P) for every face G between F and P, i.e.,
(u, v)=0 for any u # supp f (F, G ) and v # supp g(G, P). Note that
f V g=f V g if f and g are orthogonal, and in this case the two convolutions
may be written as fg.
For every incidence function f, we associate the incidence function f $ by
f $(F, P)=(&1)dim P&dim F f (F, P), \FP.
This can be viewed as an operator on the incidence algebra I (P, S(V, P)),
called prime operator. It can be shown that the prime and reflection
operators are algebra automorphisms of the incidence algebra of convex
polyhedra.
Proposition 4.1.
Z =Z=Z&, Z$=Z&1, (3)
N&=N, N =N$=N&1. (4)
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Proof. For any face F of a relatively open convex polyhedron P,
(F ) = & C(F, P) is a pointed, relatively open polyhedral cone, i.e., it has a
singleton face. Then
ZZ$(F, P)= :
FGP
1[o] V (&1)
dim P&dim G 1[o]
=(&1)dim P :
FGP
(&1)dim G 1[o]
=(&1)dim P /(cl[C(F, P)]) 1[o]
=D(F, P)
since the Euler characteristic of cl[C(F, P)] is (&1)dim P for F=P and zero
for F<P. Similarly,
NN$(F, P)= :
FGP
1(F )= & (G) V (&1)
dim P&dim G 1(G)= & (P)
=(&1)dim P 1(F )= & (P) :
FGP
(&1)dim G
=D(F, P). Q.E.D.
Equations (5) and (6) in the following proposition can be considered as
the generalized GramSommerville and GaussBonnet formulas [Ch2] for
relatively open convex polyhedral cones.
Proposition 4.2.
NA$&=A $=AZ, (5)
ZB=B $=B$&N. (6)
Proof. For any relatively open convex polyhedron pair FP,
A $(F, P)= :
FGP
1(F )= & (G) V A$&(G, P)
= :
FGP
A(F, G) V 1[o] ,
where the first equation is the generalized GramSommerville formula
[Ch2] for the polyhedral cone &C(F, P) and the second equation is the
decomposition of the closed polyhedral cone cl[C(F, P)]. Now we apply
the dual operator to these equations, the following equations follow
immediately.
B $(F, P)= :
FGP
1[o] V B(G, P)
= :
FGP
B$&(F, G ) V 1(G)= & (P) . Q.E.D
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It can be checked that for any relatively open convex polyhedra F and
P such that FP, the subspace (F ) = & (P) can be decomposed into the
disjoint union
(F ) = & (P) = .
FGP
[C 7(F, G )+C 6(G, P)].
This decomposition infers the following generalized McMullen equation.
Proposition 4.3.
AB $=N. (7)
The equations (5), (6), and (7) represent some geometric relations about
the faces of a relatively open convex polyhedral cone. If the closure and
dual operators act on these equations, we get the following dual geometric
relations:
N$A $&=A$=A Z,
ZB =B$=B $&N$,
A $B=N,
B A&=Z$.
Theorem 4.4.
B$=(A&)&1, B $=(A &)&1. (8)
Proof. By the generalized GramSommerville formula and the
McMullen equation we have A B$=N$ and NA =A&. Then D=NN$=
NA B$=A&B$. This shows that B$=(A&)&1. Similarly, AB $=N and
N$A=A & imply that D=N$N=N$AB $=A &B $. So B $=(A &)&1. Q.E.D.
For the numerical form of the equations (5), (6), (7), and (8), we need
angles for convex cones. The (intrinsic) angle :(C) of an n-dimensional
cone C is defined as the normalized n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of C
in the unit ball of (C) , i.e.,
:(C )=
voln(C & B(o, 1))
voln((C) & B(o, 1))
,
where voln is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For a relatively open
convex polyhedron pair FP, the angles of C(F, P) and C*(F, P) are
denoted by :(F, P) and ;(F, P) respectively. Note that :(F, P) and ;(F, P)
are never zero unless F is not a face of P.
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Corollary 4.5.
:
FGP
:$(G, P)=:(F, P), (9)
:
FGP
;$(F, G )=;(F, P), (10)
:
FGP
:(F, G) ;(G, P)=1, (11)
:
FGP
:(F, G) ;$(G, P)=$(F, P), (12)
:
G : FGP
;$(F, G) :(G, P)=$(F, P). (13)
The equation (9) is the classical GramSommerville formula for poly-
hedral cones [B]. The equations (11), (12), and (13) have been previously
obtained by McMullen [M2]. The equation (10) seems unknown before.
In order to fully account for the generalized GramSommerville and
GaussBonnet formulas for polyhedra through the incidence algebra, we
need to consider the recession cones C(, P), C 7(, P), and C*(, P) of
a relatively open convex polyhedron P near , which are defined by
C(, P)=[&v # V | _p # P s.t. p+tv # P, \t>0],
C 7(, P)=(H ) = & C(, P),
C 6(, P)=C(, P)* & (P) ,
where H is a maximal affine subspace contained in P. The indicator func-
tions of ri[C(, P)] and ri[C 6(, P)] are denoted by A(, P) and
B(, P) respectively, and their numerical angles in (H ) = & (P) are
specified by :(, P) and ;(, P) accordingly. By the generalized Gram
Sommerville and GaussBonnet theorems and the definitions of TP()
and EP() in [Ch2], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. If P is a relatively open convex polyhedron P, then
:
FP
1(F ) V A$(F, P)=1C(, P) , (14)
:
FP
1(F ) V A (F, P)=(&1)dim P&dim C(, P) 1ri[C(, P)] , (15)
:
FP
B(F, P)=1&C6(, P) , (16)
:
FP
B (F, P)=(&1)dim P&dim H 1&ri[C6(, P)] , (17)
where H is a maximal affine subspace contained in P.
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The equations (14) and (15) are equivalent to the generalized Gram
Sommerville formulas for relatively open convex polyhedra, while the
equations (16) and (17) are equivalent to the generalized GaussBonnet
formulas. If P is a bounded relatively open polytope, then C(, P)=[o]
and C 6(, P)=(P). The duality of the generalized GramSommerville
and GaussBonnet formulas are clearly demonstrated in the following by
the Mo bius inversion.
Corollary 4.7. If P is a relatively open convex polyhedron, then
:
FP
1(F ) V A$(F, P)=1[o] ,
:
FP
1(F ) V A (F, P)=(&1)dim P 1[o] ,
:
FP
B(F, P)=1(P) ,
:
FP
B (F, P)=(&1)dim P 1(P) .
Corollary 4.8. If P is a relatively open convex polyhedron, then
:
FP
:$(F, P)=:(, P),
:
FP
;(F, P)=;(, P).
Let B(r, (P) ) be the closed ball of radius r in (P) centered at the
origin. We denote the indicator functions of P+(P), P+B(r, (P) ),
B(r, (P) ) & C 6(F, P) by Tub(P), Tubr (P), Br (F, P), respectively, and the
numerical angles of Tubr (P) and Br (F, P) are denoted by tubr (P) and
;r (F, P) accordingly. We then have the generalized Steiner formula [Gr].
Theorem 4.9. Let P be a relatively open convex polyhedron. Then
Tub(P)= :
FP
1F V B $(F, P),
Tub(P)= :
FP
1F V B(F, P),
1P= :
FP
Tub(F ) V A &(F, P),
1P = :
FP
Tub(F ) V A$&(F, P),
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Tubr (P)= :
FP
1F V B $r (F, P),
T ubr (P)= :
FP
1F V Br (F, P).
Proof. The collections [F+C 6(F, P) | FP] and [F +ri[C 6(F, P)] |
FP] are disjoint decompositions of P+(P). The tube formulas are
followed from these decompositions. The last two formulas can be similarly
obtained. The volume formulas are inversions of the tube formulas. Q.E.D.
Corollary 4.10. Let P be a relatively open convex polyhedron. Then
tubr (P)= :
FP
vol(F ) ;r (F, P) (18)
where ;r (F, P)=;(F, P) |(k) rdim P&dim F, |(k) is the volume of the
k-dimensional unit ball and k=dim P&dim F.
It would be interesting to find the inverse formula of (18) for vol(P). For
the face poset F (X, D) of a polyhedron X, two special elements 0 and 1
can be jointed in so that 0 <F<1 for every F # F (X, D). The new poset
F (X, D) is now a lattice, called the face lattice of X with respect to the
decomposition D. The element 0 can be interpreted as the empty set < and
its dimension is conventionally considered &1. We define N(0 , P)=1(P) ,
N(P, 1 )=1(P)= for every relatively open convex polyhedron P, and
N(0 , 0 )=N(1 , 1 )=1[o] . For an incidence function f # I (F, S(V, P)), let f
be an arbitrary extension of f in I (F , S(V, P)). If f is invertible, then f &1
is also an extension of f &1.
For the convenience of stating our results, let x denote the convolution
of I (F , S(V, P)) restricted to D, i.e., for any f , g^ # I (F , S(V, P)) and
FP in F , define
f x g^(F, P)= :
FGP, G # D
f (F, G) V g^(G, P).
The symbol x can be omitted whenever F (X, D)=D, and it is in this case
if and only if X is a closed polyhedron.
5. The ChernGaussBonnet Density Functions
Cheeger el al. defined the ChernGaussBonnet density for simplicial
complexes [C, CMS], and it was generalized by Budach to arbitrary cell
complexes [Bu]. The cell complexes of Budach are exactly our compact
polyhedra with regular decompositions. It is worthwhile to notice that the
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method employed by Cheeger is somewhat differential geometric, while the
technique engaged by Budach is fully combinatorial. Given a polyhedron X
with a regular decomposition D, we are motivated to define the exterior
cone function E : F (X, D)  S(V, P) for X near its face F by
E(F )= :
FG # D
B$(F, G ) V 1(G)= , \F # F (X, D).
The numerical form of this exterior cone function is the ChernGauss
Bonnet density, which can be defined by
=(F )= :
FG # D
;$(F, G ), \F # F (X, D).
Let k=0, 1, ..., dim X. The k th and total exterior cone functions of X are
then defined as
Kk(X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
E(F ) V 1F ,
K(X )= :

k=0
K k(X ).
The numerical form of K k(X ) and K(X ), called the k th exterior curvature
and total exterior curvature, are defined respectively by
}k(X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
=(F ) vol(F ),
}(X )= :

k=0
}k(X ).
If every 0-dimensional face (i.e., a vertex) of F (X, D) is a face of a
relatively open convex polyhedron P # D with dim P=dim X, the k th
LipschitzKilling cone function and curvature can be defined by
Rk(X )=K dim X&k(X ),
rk(X )=} dim X&k(X ).
With the definition of x and the inverse relation B$=(A&)&1 from
Theorem 4.4, E(F ) may be viewed as a value of the incidence function E
at (F, 1 ) on F (X, D), which is defined by
E =B$ x (N&D)=(A&)&1 x (N&D). (19)
Obviously, E (F, F )=0 and E(F )=E (F, 1 ) for every F # F (X, D).
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Proposition 5.1. (i) E (F, P)=FGP, G # D (A
&)&1 (F, G) V N(G, P)
for F<P in F (X, D), and E (F, F )=0 for F # F (X, D);
(ii) E(F )=FG # D (A
&)&1 (F, G) V 1(G)= , \F # F (X, D);
(iii) If P is a maximal element of D, then E(P)=1(P)= ;
(iv) E (F, P) = $(F, D) N(F, P) & F<G<P A&(F, G ) V E (G, P) for
0 <F<P in F (X, D), where $(F, D)=1 for F # D and $(F, D)=0 for
F  D.
Proof. The statements (i), (ii), and (iii) are straightforward. As for (iv),
note that the equation (19) implies A&E =D x (N&D) if multiplying by
A&. This means that
:
FGP
A&(F, G ) V E (G, P)= :
FHP, H # D
D(F, H ) V (N&D)(H, P),
i.e.,
E (F, P)+ :
F<GP
A&(F, G) V E (G, P)=$(F, D) N(F, P). Q.E.D.
The following theorem follows from the expansion of (A&)&1 via the
equation (2).
Theorem 5.2.
E = :

k=0
(D&A&)k x (N&D),
i.e.,
E(F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+: (&1)k A&(F0 , F1)
V } } } V A&(Fk&1 , Fk) V 1(Fk)= , (20)
where the sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in F (X, D)
such that Fk # D.
If we integrate both sides of the equation (20) over the unit ball of
(F ) =, the ChernGaussBonnet density formula follows naturally. Note
that our formula is still more general than that of [Bu, Proposition 3.6].
Corollary 5.3.
=(F )=$(F, D)+: (&1)k :(F0 , F1) } } } :(Fk&1, Fk), (21)
where the sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in F (X, D)
such that Fk # D.
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Now we set 1= 12 (A
&+A ). Then 1= 12 (A
&+N$A&)= 12 (D+N$) A
&
since N$A&=A from the equation (5). This shows that (A&)&1=
1
21
&1(D+N$). Thus
E = 12 1
&1(D+N$) x (N&D).
Theorem 5.4.
E = 12 :

k=0
(D&1 )k (D+N$) x (N&D),
i.e.,
E(F )=X=(F )+: (&1)k 1(F0 , F1) V } } } V 1(Fk&1, Fk) V X =(Fk), (22)
where /=(F )= 12[$(F, D)+/(C
7(F, X ))], X=(F)=/=(F) 1(F)= , C7(F, X)=
FP # D C
7(F, P), and the sum is extended over all chains F=F0<
F1< } } } <Fk in F (X, D).
Proof.
(D+N$) x (N&D)(F, 1 )
= :
FG # D
(D+N$)(F, G ) V 1(G)=
=$(F, D) 1(G)=+ :
FG # D
(&1)dim G&dim F 1(F )=
=($(F, D)+/(C 7(F, X ))) 1(F )= .
The rest of the proof is a straightforward calculation, just be careful that
the chains are taken in F (X, D), not in D. Q.E.D.
There is another interpretation for C 7(F, X ). Let lk(F, X ) denote the
topological link of F in X, i.e., lk(F, X )=C 7(F, X ) & Sn&1, where S n&1 is
the unit sphere of V with the origin as the center. It is easily seen that
/(C 7(F, X ))=$(F, D)&/(lk(F, X )). The topological link lk(F, X ) is
homotopic to the combinatorial link
lk(F, D)=[G # F | F & G =<, F 6 G # D],
where F 6 G means the smallest relatively open convex polyhedron of
having F and G as its faces. F 6 G can be viewed as the joint
FG=[ap+bq | p # F, q # G, a>0, b>0, a+b=1]. Thus /(lk(F, X ))=
/(lk(F, D)).
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Whenever F=R we may take the Lebesgue integration of E(F ) in the
equation (22) over the unit ball of (F )=. Note that
|
(F ) = & (G) & B(o, 1)
F(F, G )={:(F, G )0
if dim G&dim F=even
if dim G&dim F=odd.
The resulting identity is just the following ChernGaussBonnet density
formula (cf. [C, Theorem 8.1] and [Bu, Theorem 3.11]).
Corollary 5.5.
=(F )=/=(F )+: (&1)k :(F0 , F1) } } } :(Fk&1 , Fk) /=(Fk), (23)
where the sum is extended over all chains F<F0<F1< } } } Fk in F (X, D)
such that dim Fi&dim Fi&1 is even for i=1, 2, ..., k.
It seems that there is no difference between the formulas for compact
polyhedra and non-compact polyhedra in Corollary 5.5. In fact, the infor-
mation of non-compactness is contained in /=(F ) which is also well defined
for non-compact polyhedra.
With the motivation of E and = we may define other types of exterior
cone functions |E |, E , |E | , and exterior curvature |=| for every face
F # F (X, D) of X by
|E | (F )= :
FG # D
B(F, G ) V 1(G)==B x (N&D)(F, 1 ),
E (F )= :
FG # D
B (F, G ) V 1(G)==B x (N&D)(F, 1 ),
|E | (F )= :
FG # D
B $(F, G) V 1(G)==B x (N&D)(F, 1 ),
|=| (F )= :
FG # D
;(F, G )=; x (`&$)(F, 1 ).
|E |, |E | are called the absolute exterior cone functions and |=| is called the
absolute ChernGaussBonnet density. Applying the inverse formulas of B,
B , B $ in Theorem (4.4) we have
|E |=B x (N&D)=(A$&)&1 x (N&D),
E =B x (N&D)=(A $&)&1 x (N&D),
|E |=B $ x (N&D)=(A &)&1 x (N&D).
These functions have the straightforward expansions via the equation (2):
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|E |= :

k=0
(D&A$&)k x (N&D),
E = :

k=0
(D&A $&)k x (N&D),
|E |= :

k=0
(D&A &)k x (N&D).
The above expansions can be explicitly written in the chain form
|E | (F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 A&(F0 , F1)
V } } } V A&(Fk&1, Fk) V 1(Fk)= ,
E (F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+ (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 A &(F0 , F1)
V } } } V A &(Fk&1, Fk) V 1(Fk)= ,
|E | (F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+ (&1)k A &(F0 , F1)
V } } } V A &(Fk&1, Fk) V 1(Fk)= .
The three sums are extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in
F (X, D) such that Fk # D. Let us take the integration of both sides of the
first equation above; we then have the numerical formula for |=|, i.e.,
|=| (F )=$(F, D)+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 :(F0 , F1) } } } :(Fk&1 , Fk), (24)
where the sum is also extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in
F (X, D) such that Fk # D. With the property of the prime and reflection
operators it is easily shown that 1 $= 12 (A$
&+A $), 1 $&= 12 (A$+A $
&),
1 &= 12 (A $+A). The same argument about 1 can be applied to 1 $, 1 $
&,
1 & respectively so that
B=(A$&)&1= 12 (1 $)
&1 (D+N ),
B =(A $&)&1= 12 (1 $
&)&1 (D+N$),
B $=(A &)&1= 12 (1
&)&1 (D+N ).
If we substitute B, B , B $ with these formulas in |E |, E , |E |, respectively,
and take the expansions of 1 $&1, (1 $&)&1, (1 &)&1 via the equation (2),
then
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|E |= 12 :

k=0
(D&1 $)k (D+N ) x (N&D),
E = 12 :

k=0
(D&1 $&)k (D+N$) x (N&D),
|E |= 12 :

k=0
(D&1 &)k (D+N ) x (N&D).
Let us calculate (D+N ) x (N&D)(F, 1 ) for F # F (X, D) as follows:
(D+N ) x (N&D)(F, 1 )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+ :
FG # D
1(F )= & (G) V 1(G)=
=\$(F, D)+ :FG # D 1+ 1(F )=
=[$(F, D)+|/| (C 7(F, X ))] 1(F )= ,
where |/| (C 7(F, X )) denotes the number of faces of C 7(F, X ). Note that
|/| (C 7(F, X ))=$(F, D)+|/| (lk(F, X )). Set
|/|= (F )= 12[$(F, D)+|/| (C
7(F, X ))],
|X |= (F )=|/|= (F ) 1(F )= .
We then have the other analogs of the formula (22).
Theorem 5.6.
|E | (F )=|X |= (F )+ (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 1(F0 , F1)
V } } } V 1(Fk&1, Fk) V |X |= (Fk) 1(Fk)= , (25)
E (F )=|X |= (F )+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 1(F0 , F1)
V } } } V 1(Fk&1, Fk) V |X |= (Fk), (26)
|E | (F )=|X |= (F ) 1(F )=+: (&1)k 1 &(F0 , F1)
V } } } V 1 &(Fk&1 , Fk) V |X |= (Fk), (27)
where the sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in
F (X, D).
Let us consider again the integrations of (25) over the unit ball of (F ) =.
We then obtain the absolute ChernGaussBonnet density formula.
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Corollary 5.7.
|=|(F )=|/|= (F )+: (&1)k :(F0 , F1) } } } :(Fk&1 , Fk) |/|= (Fk), (28)
where sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in F(X, D)
such that dim Fi&dim Fi&1 is even for i=1, 2, ..., k.
One can define the other k th (absolute) exterior cone functions,
LipschitzKilling cone functions, total exterior cone functions, and k th
absolute curvatures, LipschitzKilling curvatures, total curvature for a
polyhedron X with respect to a regular decomposition D as well. For
k=0, 1, ..., dim X, we can set
|K |k (X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
|E | (F ) V 1F ,
K k(X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
E (F ) V 1F ,
|K |k (X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
|E | (F ) V 1F ;
|R|k (X )=|K | dim X&k (X ),
R k(X )=K dim X&k(X ),
|R |k (X )=|K | dim X&k (X );
|K | (X )= :

k=0
|K | k (X ),
K (X )= :

k=0
K k(X ),
|K | (X )= :

k=0
|K | k (X );
|}|k (X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
|}| (F ) vol(F );
|r| k (X )=|}| dim X&k (X );
|}| (X )= :

k=0
|}|k (X ).
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6. The Tangential Density Functions
The ChernGaussBonnet density and exterior cone functions of a
polyhedron are some alternating sums of exterior curvature and exterior
cones of the polyhedron over its faces. As dual analogs, the tangential
density and interior cone functions can be defined in parallel. Given a
polyhedron X with a regular decomposition D, the interior cone functions
I, I and absolute interior cone functions |I |, I of X near a face F # F(X, D)
of X are defined by
I(F )= :
FG # D
A$(F, G ) V 1(G)= ,
|I | (F )= :
FG # D
A(F, G ) V 1(G)= ,
I (F )= :
FG # D
A (F, G ) V 1(G)= ,
|I | (F )= :
FG # D
A $(F, G ) V 1(G)= .
The tangential density @ and absolute tangential density |@| are defined by
@(F )= :
FG # D
:$(F, G ),
|@| (F )= :
FG # D
:(F, G).
It follows from Theorem 4.4 that A$=(B&)&1, A=(B$&)&1, A =(B $&)&1,
A $=(B &)&1. Then
I(F )=A$ x (N&D)(F, 1 )=(B&)&1 x (N&D)(F, 1 ).
The functions I , |I |, |I | can be similarly written in this way. The following
theorem is obtained by expanding (B&)&1, (B$&)&1, (B $&)&1, (B &)&1 via
the equation (2).
Theorem 6.1.
I(F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+: (&1)k B&(F0 , F1)
V } } } V B&(Fk&1 , Fk) 1(Fk)= ,
|I | (F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 B&(F0 , F1)
V } } } V B&(Fk&1 , Fk) 1(Fk)= ,
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I (F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 B &(F0 , F1)
V } } } V B &(Fk&1 , Fk) 1(Fk)= ,
|I | (F )=$(F, D) 1(F )=+: (&1)k B &(F0 , F1)
V } } } V B &(Fk&1 , Fk) 1(Fk)= ,
where the sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in F(X, D)
such that Fk # D.
The following expansion formula for |=| (F ) can be obtained simply by
taking the Lebesgue integration of I(F ) and |I | (F ).
Corollary 6.2.
@(F )=$(F, D)+: (&1)k ;(F0 , F1) } } } ;(Fk&1, Fk),
|@| (F )=$(F, D)+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 ;(F1 , F2) } } } ;(Fk&1 , Fk),
where the sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk such that
Fk # D.
Now we set 5= 12 (B
&+B ). Note that B =B&N$ and (B&)&1=A$ by
(5) and Theorem 4.4. Then 5= 12 (B
&+B&N$) and so (B&)&1=
1
2 (D+N$) 5
&1. We then have
I(F )= 12 (D+N$) 5
&1
x (N&D)(F, 1 ).
The following theorem follows from the expansion 5 &1 via the equation
(2).
Theorem 6.3.
I(F )=X =(F )+: (&1)k 5(F0 , F1) V } } } V 5(Fk&1 , Fk) V 1(Fk)=
+ 12 : (&1)
k+dim F0&dim F 1(F )= & (F0) 5(F0 , F1)
V } } } V 5(Fk&1 , Fk) V 1(Fk)= ,
where the first sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk in F,
while the second sum is extended over all chains F<F0<F1< } } } <Fk
in F, and Fk # D in both sums.
When we take the Lebesgue integration of I(F ) over the unit ball of
1(F )= . We then have the following corollary.
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Corollary 6.4.
@(F )=/=(F )+: (&1)k ;(F0 , F1) } } } ;(Fk&1 , Fk)
+ 12 :(&1)
k+dim F0&dim F ;(F0 , F1) } } } ;(Fk&1 , Fk),
where the first sum is extended over all chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk and the
second sum is extended over the chains F<F0<F1< } } } Fk , all the chains
are taken in F, and dim Fi&dim Fi&1 is even for i=1, 2, ..., k, Fk # D.
We list some other formulas about |I |, I , |I |, and |@| below without
proof. In fact, the proof can be furnished easily by imitating the argument
for Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.4.
|I | (F )= 12 (D+N) 5$
&1
x (N&D)(F, 1 )
=|X |= (F )+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 1(F0) 5(F0 , F1)
V } } } V 5(Fk&1 , Fk) V 1(Fk)=
+ 12 : (&1)
k+dim Fk&dim F0 1(F )= & (F0) V 5(F0 , F1)
V } } } V 5(Fk&1 , Fk) V 1(Fk)= ,
I (F )= 12 (D+N$) 5 $
&1
x (N&D)(F, 1 )
=X =(F )+: (&1)k+dim Fk&dim F0 5 (F0 , F1)
V } } } V 5 (Fk&1 , Fk) V 1(Fk)=
+ 12 : (&1)
k+dim Fk&dim F0 1(F )= & (F0) V 5 (F0 , F1)
V } } } V 5 (Fk&1 , Fk) V 1(Fk)= ,
|I | (F )= 12 (D+N) 5
&1
x (N&D)(F, 1 )
=|X |= (F )+: (&1)k 5 (F0 , F1)
V } } } V 5 (Fk&1 , Fk) 1(Fk)=
+ 12 : (&1)
k 1(Fk)= & (F0) V 5 (F0 , F1)
V } } } V 5 (Fk&1 , Fk),
|@| (F )= 12 ($+`)(;+;$)
&1
x (`&$)(F, 1 )
=|/|= (F )+: (&1)k ;(F0 , F1) } } } ;(Fk&1 , Fk)
+ 12 : (&1)
k ;(F0 , F1) } } } ;(Fk&1 , Fk),
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where the sums in each formula are taken into account Theorem 6.3 and
Corollary 6.4 respectively.
One can also define the other versions of kth and total (absolute)
tangential curvature functions and tangential curvatures as follows:
T k(X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
I(F ) V 1F ,
|T |k (X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
|I | (F ) V 1F ,
T k= :
F # F, dim F=k
I (F ) V 1F ,
|T |k (X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
|I | (F ) V 1F ;
|T | (X )= :
dim X
k=0
|T |k (X ),
T (X )= :
dim X
k=0
T k(X ),
|T | (X )= :
dim X
k=0
|T | k (X );
{k(X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
@(F ) vol(F ),
|{|k (X )= :
F # F, dim F=k
|@| (F ) vol(F );
{(X )= :
dim X
k=0
{k(X ),
|{| (X )= :
dim X
k=0
|{|k (X ).
7. The Product Formulas
Let X and Y be polyhedra of vector spaces V and W over the ordered
field F with regular decompositions D1 and D2 respectively. Then X_Y
is a polyhedron of V_W with a regular decomposition D=[P1_P2 |
P1 # D1 , P2 # D2] and the face system F(X_Y, D)=[F1_F2 | F1 #
F(X, D1), F2 # F(Y, D2)].
For any pair of ordered faces F1_F2P1_P2 , it can be shown directly
by definition that
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C(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=C(F1 , P1)_C(F2 , P2),
C 7(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=C 7(F1 , P1)_C 7(F2 , P2),
C*(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=C*(F1 , P1) & C*(F2 , P2),
C 6(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=C 6(F1 , P1)_C 6(F2 , P2).
These simple relations lead to the following relations of cone functions and
numerical angles.
A(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=A(F1 , P1) V A(F2 , P2),
B(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=B(F1 , P1) V P(F2 , P2),
N(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=N(F1 , P1) V N(F2 , P2),
:(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=:(F1 , P1) :(F2 , P2),
;(F1_F2 , P1_P2)=;(F1 , P1) ;(F2 , P2).
The relations about : and ; follow from McMullen [M1, Lemma 2] or the
standard multivariate normal distribution in probability theory. These for-
mulas further reduce relations about the functions I, E, @, and =:
I(F1_F2)=I(F1) V I(F2),
E(F1_F2)=E(F1) V E(F2),
@(F1_F2)=@(F1) @(F2),
=(F1_F2)==(F1) =(F2).
It is easy to show that I (F(X_Y ), S(V_W, P))=I (F(X ), S(V, P))
I (F(Y ), S(W, P)). If a specific function or incidence function f is given
on polyhedra, and let fX , fY , and fX_Y denote the same kind of functions
for the polyhedra X, Y, and X_Y respectively, then all the above relations
can be written in a more compact form in terms of the tensor product
fX_Y= fX fY .
Note that f can be replaced by the functions A, B, :, ;, I, E, @, =, and their
other analogs, etc. In this way the valuations K and K k can be written as
K(X_Y )= :
F1_F2 # F1_F2
EX_Y (F1_F2) V 1cl(F1_F2)
= :
F1 # F1, F2 # F2
EX (F1) V EY (F2) V 1F 1 V 1F 2
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= :
F1 # F1
EX (F1) V 1F 1 V :
F2 # F2
EY (F2) V 1F 2
=K(X ) V K(Y ),
where EX (F1) and EY (F2) are defined in [Ch. 2]. Thus
K=KK.
Note that K can be written, by definition, as
K= :

i=0
K i :

j=0
K j
= :

k=0
:
i+j=k
K i K j.
This simply proves the following formula which has been given in [Ch. 2,
Theorem 5.7].
K k= :
i+ j=k
K iK j,
K k(X_Y )= :
i+ j=k
K i (X ) V K j (Y ).
The other formulas about Rk, rk, T, T k, {, and {k can be similarly obtained
as the following.
Rk= :
i+j=k
RiR j,
rk= :
i+ j=k
rir j,
T=TT,
T k= :
i+ j=k
T i T j,
{={{,
{k= :
i+ j=k
{i{ j.
In fact, those who are interested in these relations for K, |K |k, K , K k, |K |,
|K |k, |r|k, T , |T |, |T |k, }, }k, |}|, |}|k, |{| , |{|k, can derive similar product
formulas without difficulty. It is worthwhile to point out that K, K k, }, and
}k are valuations modulo an equivalent relation (cf. [Ch. 1, Section 2.2]),
while T, T k, {, and {k are valuations which need not be modulo any relation.
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8. Applications
The incidence algebra of polyhedra over the Minkowski algebra is a
transparent method to explain the geometric properties of polyhedra. For
instance, the generalized versions of GramSommerville and GaussBonnet
theorems in [Ch. 2] for unbounded polyhedron X of V can be stated in the
form
(D&N$) A x (Z&D)(0 , 1 )=/(X ) 1[o] , (29)
(N&D) A x (Z&D)(0 , 1 )=/(X ) 1[o] , (30)
(D&Z$) B$ x (N&D)(0 , 1 )=/(X ) 1V , (31)
(Z&D) B x (N&D)(0 , 1 )=/(X ) 1V . (32)
In fact, (29) is equivalent to (30) and (31) is equivalent to (32). The equiv-
alence of these formulas follow from the following proposition.
Proposition 8.1. For any polyhedron X and its regular decomposition
D, Z$ is the inverse of Z and N$ is the inverse of N in the incidence algebra
of F(X, D) _ [0 ].
Proof.
Z V Z$(0 , P)= :
0 FP
(&1)dim P&dim F 1[0]
=(&1)dim P+1 1[0]+(&1)
dim P :
0 <FP
(&1)dim F 1[0]
=(&1)dim P+1 1[0]+(&1)
dim P 1[0]=0.
N V N$(0 , P)= :
0 FP
(&1)dim P&dim F 1(F ) V 1(F )$ & (P)
=(&1)dim P+1 1(P)+(&1)
dim P :
0 <FP
(&1)dim F 1(P)
=(&1)dim P+1 1(P)+(&1)
dim P 1(P) =0. Q.E.D.
For the equivalence of (29) and (30), note that A =N$A& by the equa-
tion (5). Thus
(N&D) A x (Z&D)=(N&D) N$A& x (Z&D)
=(D&N$) A& x (Z&D).
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As for the equivalence of (31) and (32), note that B =ZB by the equation
(6). Hence
(Z&D) B x (N&D)=(Z&D) Z$B$ x (N&D)
=(D&Z$) B$(N&D).
Example 8.2. Let Rn++ denote the first quadrant of R
n, i.e.,
Rn++=[(x1 , ..., xn) | x1>0, ..., xn>0]. It can be easily seen that
:(F, G)=;(F, G )=12 j&i for every pair of faces FG such that dim F=i,
dim G=j, so :(F, G ) can be written as :( j&i ) or ;( j&i ). Thus
=([o])=@([o])=:(n)=12n. For every positive sequence [i1 , ..., ik] such
that i1+ } } } +ik=m, note that
:(i1) :(i2) } } } :(ik)=
1
2m
and the number of chains F=F0<F1< } } } <Fk=G of length k from F to
G such that dim Fj&dim Fj&1=ij is the multinormal coefficient ( mii, ..., ik).
Thus Corollary 5.3 for Rn++ is the identity
(&1)n= :
i1>0, ..., ik>0
ii+ } } } +ik=n
(&1)k \ ni1 , ..., ik+ .
For each i-dimensional face F of Rn++ , /
=(F )=(&1)n&i2 for 0i<n
and /=(F )=1 for i=n. Now Corollary 5.5 for Rn++ induces the following
identities.
For positive even number n,
:
i1>0, ..., ik>0
i1+ } } } +ik=n2
(&1)k \ n2i1 , ..., 2ik+
=1+ :
i1>0, ..., ik>0
i1+ } } } +ik=n2
(&1)k \ n2i1 , ..., 2ik+ 22i1&1,
for positive odd number n,
1+ :
i1>0, ..., ik>0
i1+2i2+ } } } +2ik=n
(&1)k \ ni1 , 2i2 , ..., 2ik+ 2i1&1=0.
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